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Most sensory input to our body is not consciously perceived. Nevertheless, it may reach the cortex and influence our behavior. In this
study, we investigated noninvasive neural signatures of unconscious cortical stimulus processing to understand mechanisms, which (1)
prevent low-intensity somatosensory stimuli from getting access to conscious experience and which (2) can explain the associated
impediment of conscious perception for additional stimuli. Stimulation of digit 2 in humans far below the detection threshold elicited a
cortical evoked potential (P1) at 60 ms, but no further somatosensory evoked potential components. No event-related desynchronization
was detected; rather, there was a transient synchronization in the alpha frequency range. Using the same stimulation during fMRI, a
reduced centrality of contralateral primary somatosensory cortex (SI) was found, which appeared to be mainly driven by reduced
functional connectivity to frontoparietal areas. We conclude that after subthreshold stimulation the (excitatory) feedforward sweep of
bottom-up processing terminates in SI preventing access to conscious experience. We speculate that this interruption is due to a pre-
dominance of inhibitory processing in SI. The increase in alpha activity and the disconnection of SI from frontoparietal areas are likely
correlates of an elevated perception threshold and may thus serve as a gating mechanism for the access to conscious experience.
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Introduction
The human body is permanently exposed to sensory input, most
of it, however, escapes conscious perception. Our nervous system
seems to automatically categorize sensory input as either “rele-
vant” or “irrelevant” for conscious experience. Based on detec-
tion curves for sensory stimuli at different intensities that
typically have a sigmoid shape, one can define three categories of
stimuli: (1) above a certain intensity, stimuli are (almost) always
consciously perceived (suprathreshold); (2) stimuli at lower in-
tensity (near-threshold) are perceived only in a certain percent-
age of trials; and, finally, (3) below a certain (“absolute”)
detection threshold, stimuli are never perceived (more precisely:
not more than null trials). Accordingly, we label these impercep-
tible stimuli as subthreshold. One might think that neural pro-
cessing of such subthreshold stimuli should terminate very early

in the bottom-up chain of sensory processing. However, previous
invasive recordings (Libet et al., 1967, Ray et al., 1999) showed at
least one early SEP component, indicating that the information
reaches the primary somatosensory cortex (SI).

Using analogous subthreshold stimulation as Libet et al.
(1967), we have previously shown that trains of such stimuli in-
duce a negative BOLD fMRI signal in contralateral SI, SII, and
SMA, and impede stimulus processing in the somatosensory sys-
tem (Blankenburg et al., 2003, Taskin et al., 2008). While this
finding generally confirms the notion that subthreshold stimuli
induce neural processing in the somatosensory cortex, it is still
unknown which neural processes after subthreshold stimulation
(1) prevent access to conscious experience and (2) underlie the
impaired detection of (other) somatosensory stimuli.

To address these issues, we performed two series of experiments
using EEG and fMRI, respectively, during subthreshold electrical
stimulation of finger nerves. In both experiments, we compared ef-
fects of subthreshold stimulation to those elicited by suprathreshold
stimulation. For our EEG experiments, we hypothesized (1) to find
early SEP components corresponding to results of the previous in-
vasive recordings (Libet et al., 1967, Ray et al., 1999), which so far
have never been confirmed noninvasively. Given that later compo-
nents correlate with conscious experience (Zhang and Ding, 2010,
Auksztulewicz and Blankenburg, 2013), we expected an attenuation
or lack of later components.
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Regarding another key feature of the EEG response to (suprath-
reshold) somatosensory stimulation, the desynchronization of back-
ground alpha (mu) activity (event-related desynchronization,
ERD), which is thought to reflect increased local neuronal process-
ing, we suspected (2) that ERD would be attenuated or even absent
after subthreshold stimulation.

Finally, given the lack of conscious experience and our previ-
ous findings that trains of subthreshold stimuli impede percep-
tion and locally decrease the BOLD signal in the sensorimotor
system (Blankenburg et al., 2003), we hypothesized that (3) sub-
threshold stimulation may affect functional connectivity between
somatosensory areas and regions involved in conscious perception.
To test this hypothesis, the same stimulation paradigm as in the EEG
experiment was applied during fMRI and compared with resting-
state measurements in a functional connectivity analysis.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
In this study an EEG and an fMRI experiment were performed, both
consisting of two sessions: 40 healthy volunteers participated in the first
EEG session (age range 19 –31 years, mean 25.3 � 2.7 years SD; 21 fe-
males) and 41 healthy volunteers participated in the second EEG session
(age range 20 –33 years, mean 25.8 � 2.9 years SD; 18 females); 16 sub-
jects were measured in the first fMRI session (age range 20 –32 years,
mean 25.6 � 3.3 years SD; 8 females) and another 16 subjects were
measured in the second fMRI session (age range 22–34 years, mean
27.0 � 3.3 years SD; 9 females). All subjects were right-handed [laterality
score according to the Oldfield questionnaire: 89.0 � 12.9 (SD) over a
range of �100 (fully left-handed) to 100 (fully right-handed); Oldfield,
1971]. All experiments were performed in accordance with the principles
laid down in the declaration of Helsinki. Before participation, all volun-
teers underwent a comprehensive neurological examination and had no
history of neurological or psychiatric diseases or were on any medication.
Due to defective or artificial EEG recording, one subject had to be ex-
cluded in the first EEG session (resulting in 39 datasets), and four sub-
jects had to be excluded in the second EEG session (resulting in 37
datasets).

Experimental procedures
Electrical stimulation
Electrical finger nerve stimulation was performed with a constant-
current stimulator (DS7; Digitimer) using single square wave pulses with
a duration of 200 �s, triggered with the stimulation software Presenta-
tion (Neurobehavioral Systems). In all experiments, steel wire ring elec-
trodes were placed on the middle (anode) and the proximal (cathode)
phalanx of the left index finger. For EEG session two, an additional pair of
ring electrodes was placed on the right index finger. To ensure that sub-
threshold stimulations were always imperceptible, we determined the
lowest intensity where subjects ever reported any sensation (“absolute
perception threshold”). “Subthreshold” stimulation intensity was then
set to 15% below this absolute perception threshold. In all experiments,
subjects never reported any sensation due to the subthreshold stimula-
tion intensity. Absolute perception thresholds were determined before
and after each measurement block to control for potential drifts using the
method of limits and a subsequent forced choice approach.

EEG acquisition
EEG session one. During stimulation blocks, EEG was recorded continu-
ously from 32 scalp positions distributed over both hemispheres accord-
ing to the international 10 –20 system, using a commercial EEG
acquisition system (BrainAmp; Brain Products). The mid-frontal elec-
trode (FPz) was used as reference and an electrode at the sternum served
as ground. Skin electrode impedance was �5 k� for all channels. EEG
was recorded with a bandpass filter between 0.1 Hz and 1 kHz and digi-
tized with a sampling rate of 5 kHz.

To allow for proper detection of somatosensory evoked potentials
(SEPs) and modulation of Rolandic rhythms, long interstimulus inter-

vals were chosen. Subthreshold electrical finger nerve stimulation with
an intensity 15% below absolute perception threshold was presented at a
mean interstimulus interval of 4 s with a jitter of �500 ms during three
measurement blocks of 15 min each, resulting in 675 trials per subject.
For the control condition, a fourth block (3 min duration) with a su-
prathreshold stimulation intensity (clearly perceivable for the subject but
at least 15% above absolute perception threshold) was appended, where
stimuli were applied every 1 � 0.2 s, resulting in 180 trials.

EEG session two. As a confirmatory experiment, a second EEG study
was performed in a slightly modified setup with shorter blocks and with
intermingled suprathreshold stimuli to prevent subjects getting tired
(“by nothing happening”). Subthreshold stimulation at an intensity 15%
below absolute perception threshold was presented at a mean interstimu-
lus interval of 2 s with a jitter of �300 ms during eight measurement
blocks of 2 min each, resulting in 480 trials per subject. Additionally, in
each block up to four suprathreshold stimuli (clearly perceivable for the
subject but at least 50% above absolute perception threshold) were ran-
domly presented to the left or the right hand. Due to the rare occurrence
of the suprathreshold stimuli in this experiment we increased their in-
tensity (50% above threshold vs 15% above threshold in EEG session
one) to ensure their perception over the entire block. Subjects were in-
structed to relax and fixate a fixation cross.

An active electrode cap was used to record the EEG, sampling rate was
1 kHz; all other acquisition parameters were the same as in the first
session.

fMRI acquisition
fMRI was measured using a 3 T Siemens Magnetom (Verio). BOLD-
sensitive images were acquired using a T2*-weighted EPI sequence
(TR � 2000 ms, TE � 30 ms, flip angle � 90°, matrix 64 � 64, FOV �
19.2 cm, in-plane resolution � 3 mm � 3 mm, slice thickness � 4 mm,
interslice gap � 1 mm, 30 slices, interleaved). Measurement blocks of 180
volumes (6 min) were acquired. The first fMRI session consists of two
blocks, one resting-baseline block followed by a second block during
which subthreshold stimuli were applied every 4 � 0.5 s with intensity
15% below absolute perception threshold. In the second fMRI session, in
addition to resting-baseline and subthreshold stimulation, we acquired
an additional block with suprathreshold stimulation (4 � 0.5 s with
intensity 50% above absolute perception threshold, i.e., clearly perceiv-
able for the subject). The order of subthreshold and suprathreshold stim-
ulation blocks was counterbalanced across subjects.

EEG data analysis
EEG data analysis was performed off-line using custom-built MATLAB
scripts (The MathWorks). After downsampling to 500 Hz, the dataset of
each subject (subthreshold and suprathreshold merged for EEG session
one) underwent an independent component analysis (ICA) to remove
sources of ocular artifacts (Li et al., 2006). After back projection, data
were subdivided into epochs and digitally filtered using a standard third-
order bandpass Butterworth filter (low cutoff frequency 1 Hz, high cutoff
frequency 45 Hz).

SEPs. Epochs were defined ranging from �600 to 1100 ms relative to
stimulus onset. For the control condition in session one (suprathresh-
old), however, epochs of �200 to 600 ms were defined since mere su-
prathreshold stimulation was presented at a shorter interstimulus
interval. Finally, data were downsampled to 250 Hz and SEPs were ob-
tained by averaging all trials.

Statistical analysis was performed on electrode C4 (i.e., over the right
somatosensory cortex contralateral to the stimulation site). The SEP was
analyzed in a 400 ms epoch post stimulus. A baseline was defined as a 200
ms prestimulus epoch (�200 to 0 ms). Each sample point of the post-
stimulus epoch was successively compared with the mean prestimulus
baseline value. For each comparison, a paired t test ( p � 0.05) was
performed and the Bonferroni correction method was used to correct for
multiple comparisons (100 tests, pBC � 0.0005).

Rolandic rhythms. Since Rolandic rhythms can be hidden under dom-
inating occipital alpha activity, a preselection of “central” ICA compo-
nents was performed before trial segmentation. For this purpose, all
blocks were concatenated to run individual ICAs for EEG sessions one
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and two, respectively. Rolandic background rhythms are characterized
by a central localization and two peaks in the power spectrum, at alpha
(8 –15 Hz) and beta (16 –30 Hz) frequency bands, respectively, which
desynchronize after suprathreshold stimulation. Based on this “opera-
tional definition of Rolandic rhythms,” for each subject only those ICs
were selected for which a central topography—the two respective peaks
in the frequency spectrum and a desynchronization after suprathreshold
stimulation—were identifiable. Using this procedure, 2–7 (mean 3 � 1
SD) independent components were selected per subject for EEG session
one, and 1– 4 (mean 2 � 1 SD) for EEG session two. The selected com-
ponents were back projected and included in further analysis. After back
projection of the “central” ICA components and segmentation according
to subthreshold epochs defined above (�600 to 1100 ms relative to stim-
ulus onset), a wavelet analysis was performed for the frequencies from 4
to 30 Hz in 1 Hz increments to allow for a time-resolved frequency
analysis of ERD. The wavelet transformation was performed on each
single trial using a five-cycle long wavelet and subsequent averaging of
the respective results. A 200 ms prestimulus epoch (�200 to 0 ms) was
used to define a baseline.

Statistical analysis for EEG session one was performed on electrode C4
(same electrode as for the SEP analysis). For EEG session two, however,
CP4 showed the main effect of ERD after the selection of “central” ICA
components and thus was used for statistical analysis. Individual data
were permuted by generating 5000 sets of pseudotrials and wavelet trans-
formation was performed for each permutation. Permutations were
pooled across subjects and the change to mean baseline activity was
compared with the original set of trials.

fMRI data analysis
The general approach was a functional connectivity analysis based on
“eigenvector centrality mapping” (ECM) as it has been performed pre-
viously for “resting-state” data (Lohmann et al., 2010). After determining
ECMs for each condition, in a second step, these maps where compared
between the different conditions (“no stimulation,” “subthreshold stim-
ulation,” and “suprathreshold stimulation”). Since in two of the three
conditions stimulations were applied, we considered removing direct
stimulation-induced effects in the frequency or time domain. However,
to use a stimulation-associated regressor (of no interest) in the time
domain would have meant using such a regressor only for the two “stim-
ulation conditions.” To avoid this, we filtered out the main frequencies of
the stimulation effect (0.25 Hz and higher harmonics) by applying a
bandpass filter (0.01– 0.2 Hz). Thus, the same preprocessing was applied
to all three conditions (no stimulation, subthreshold stimulation, and
suprathreshold stimulation).

In more detail preprocessing of the fMRI data was performed using
LIPSIA-toolbox (Lohmann et al., 2001): head motion correction, slice
time correction, bandpass filtering (0.01– 0.2 Hz), spatial smoothing (7
mm kernel), and normalization to the MNI305 space. Networks of cor-
related brain activity can be identified from the temporal correlations of
an ROI time series of spontaneous BOLD fMRI signal with all other brain
regions (Cordes et al., 2001; Gusnard and Raichle, 2001; Fox and Raichle,
2007; Margulies et al., 2010; Nierhaus et al., 2012). Several studies have
shown that brain regions, which show correlated activity during a task,
also appear correlated at rest, resulting in similar “maps” of connected
brain areas involved in certain brain functions (Biswal et al., 1995; Cordes
et al., 2000; Fox et al., 2005, 2007). Here, we used ECM (similar to
Google’s PageRank algorithm; Lohmann et al., 2010) as a data-driven
analysis tool that characterizes each voxel’s connectivity within the
whole-brain network. The ECM algorithm calculates linear correlations
for each voxel to every other voxel (correlation matrix A). This matrix is
then rescaled to positive values. The eigenvector centrality of the ith voxel
is then defined as the ith entry of the (normalized) eigenvector of the
largest eigenvalue of A. This procedure favors voxels that are strongly
connected with many other voxels of high centrality. We computed a
whole-brain ECM for each measurement block. The ECM results of ses-
sion one (subthreshold stimulation compared with resting baseline)
were then used to define an ROI for subsequent whole-brain, seed-based
functional connectivity analysis. We used custom-built MATLAB scripts
(The MathWorks) to calculate spatial correlation maps between the seed

region and all other voxels in the brain. The head motion, averaged signal
from CSF, and white matter were regressed out of fMRI data in the spatial
correlation analysis.

It should be noted that the ECM analysis is a whole-brain approach
without any prior assumption. Only in those areas, which showed a
statistically significant alteration in “overall connectivity,” did we subse-
quently perform a seed-based analysis. The question was as follows:
Given that these areas show overall reduced connectivity compared with
baseline, which are the most affected connections? In this step, no formal
statistics was applied (double dipping); rather it was used to identify
those areas that “contributed most” to the statistically significant effect of
an overall reduced connectivity.

For the ECMs, voxelwise paired t test comparisons over all subjects
were used to calculate statistical significant differences between the dif-
ferent measurement blocks. For the spatial correlation maps resulting
from seed-based connectivity analysis, a voxelwise paired t test (contrast-
ing the subthreshold stimulation block with the resting baseline of the
first fMRI session) was used to calculate significant differences in func-
tional connectivity. All resulting T-maps underwent a multiple-
comparison procedure for significance thresholding based on Monte
Carlo simulations with 1000 iterations (vmulticomp, LIPSIA toolbox;
Lohmann et al., 2001). This method uses two features (cluster size and
maximum z-value) to quantify a cluster as significant (Forman et al.,
1995; Poline et al., 1997). We applied the cluster-size correction, using a
voxelwise z-threshold of 2.57 and a significance level of p � 0.01 on
cluster level.

Results
Noninvasive detection of SEP following
subthreshold stimulation
While previous invasive studies (Libet et al., 1967; Ray et al.,
1999) strongly suggested the existence of at least one early com-
ponent of an SEP at �50 – 60 ms following subthreshold stimu-
lation, this component has not yet been demonstrated in
noninvasive EEG recordings, probably due to its poor SNR.
Therefore, in our EEG study we made sure that with a large num-
ber of trials and subjects, we would have enough SNR to identify
even subtle evoked brain activity. Figure 1 (top) shows the grand
average SEP following subthreshold stimulation (15% below ab-
solute perception threshold). An early positive component at
�60 ms (P1, paired t test mean baseline value vs 55– 65 ms time
interval; p � 0.0002) can be clearly identified. This peak at 60 ms
closely corresponds to the evoked activity measured invasively in
previous studies (Libet et al., 1967; Ray et al., 1999). No later
component was identified. The lower plot in Figure 1 shows the
SEP following suprathreshold stimulation. The early positive
component (P1) appears a bit earlier at �50 ms and clearly has a
larger amplitude compared with the P1 elicited by subthreshold
stimulation. In addition, a late negative component �170 ms
(N1) is clearly seen.

The subthreshold and suprathreshold SEPs were lateralized to
the right hemisphere, i.e., contralateral to the stimulation side
(Fig. 2).

Subthreshold stimulation increases pericentral rhythmic
EEG activity
Figure 3 shows the time-frequency plots for subthreshold (A,B)
and suprathreshold (C) stimulation contralateral to the stimula-
tion side. The wavelet analysis of the suprathreshold stimulation
revealed the well studied effect of a stimulus-induced desynchro-
nization in the alpha and beta range (Fig. 3C). For subthreshold
stimulation, however, an increase of rhythmic activity was ob-
served in both EEG studies. For the subthreshold stimulation in
the first EEG session (Fig. 3A) a lower alpha-band activity (8 –11
Hz) with a maximum �80 ms post stimulus is followed by an
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upper alpha-band activity (12–15 Hz)
with a maximum �200 ms post stimulus.
In EEG session two, subthreshold stimu-
lation induced alpha-band activity (8 –12
Hz) from 50 to 450 ms. For visualization,
the results of the statistical permutation
testing is shown in Figure 3, bottom. The
duration and precise frequencies were
somewhat different between the two EEG
experiments, which may be related to the
slightly different stimulation protocols
and to effects such as spatial attention
and/or vigilance. Indeed, in a follow-up
study, we are currently providing evidence
that spatial attention modulates the effect of
subthreshold stimulation (Forschack et al.,
2014). The effect of desynchronization for
suprathreshold stimulation and the sub-
threshold stimulation-induced increase in
Rolandic rhythmic activity were also lateral-
ized to the right (contralateral) hemisphere
(Fig. 2).

Subthreshold stimulation reduces
eigenvector centrality of SI
ECM is a data-driven analysis tool based on BOLD signal changes
in fMRI, which allows us to compare whole-brain functional con-
nectivity at different states of the brain without prior spatial as-
sumptions (Lohmann et al., 2010). In our fMRI study, we
compared brain connectivity patterns for three different condi-
tions: subthreshold stimulation versus suprathreshold stimula-
tion versus no stimulation. In the first fMRI session we acquired
a single resting-state (baseline) block and a single block with
subthreshold stimulation in 16 subjects (n � 16). Thus EC maps
with and without subthreshold stimulation can be compared
with changes in whole-brain functional connectivity elicited by
the continuous subthreshold input. The top row of maps in Fig-
ure 4 show the results of a paired t test contrasting the eigenvector
centrality of the subthreshold stimulation block versus the base-
line block. We found reduced eigenvector centrality in the con-
tralateral hand area of SI during subthreshold stimulation, i.e.,
the BOLD activity in this area is less connected to whole-brain
network during subthreshold stimulation (Fig. 4, top). In the
second fMRI session a block with suprathreshold stimulation was
added to the resting baseline and subthreshold stimulation block
and again 16 subjects were acquired (n � 16). Suprathreshold
stimulation did not significantly modulate eigenvector centrality
in SI, showing only small changes (left inferior frontal and right
posterior temporal) in areas unrelated to primary somatosensory
processing (Fig. 4, middle). A direct comparison of subthreshold
and suprathreshold stimulation blocks (independent of the
resting-state baseline), however, reconfirms our result of the first
fMRI session, additionally showing little modulation in ipsilat-
eral SI (Fig. 4, bottom).

Subthreshold stimulation reduces functional connectivity
from S1 to frontoparietal areas
While the comparison of EC maps at different states (subthresh-
old stimulation, suprathreshold stimulation, and no stimulation;
Fig. 4) identify brain regions with altered overall connectivity
during electrical stimulation, they do not show the specific brain
areas to which connectivity has changed. Seed-based functional
connectivity, however, provides information about increased or

decreased connectivity of a predefined ROI (“seed”) to all other
brain regions. Since ECM analysis of subthreshold electrical stim-
ulation resulted in reduced overall connectivity of contralateral
hand area (Fig. 4, top), in a second step, we used this region as
ROI for a seed-based functional connectivity analysis. Please note
that—though we had a strong a priori hypothesis of contralateral
SI to be affected by our stimulation protocol (Blankenburg et al.,
2003)—we first used ECM as a completely data-driven analysis
tool to obtain a “whole-brain connectivity map” without prior
assumptions. Only based on the results of ECM we used con-
tralateral SI as ROI for the seed-based functional connectivity
analysis.

A paired t test contrasting the resulting functional connectiv-
ity maps during the rest condition (no stimulation) with the sub-
threshold condition revealed the seed region to be significantly
less correlated to medial parietal cortex (precuneus), posterior
cingulate cortex, right inferior frontal gyrus, right operculum, left
inferior parietal gyrus, and prefrontal cortex, as well as parts of
cerebellum, during the subthreshold stimulation (Fig. 5).

Discussion
Using EEG and fMRI, we investigated neural signatures of un-
conscious cortical stimulus processing after subthreshold so-
matosensory stimulation. The goal was to identify mechanisms
that (1) prevent access to conscious perception and (2) underlie
behavioral consequences of subthreshold stimulation. The main
findings are as follows. Subthreshold electrical single pulses gen-
erate an SEP peaking at 60 ms (P1), the amplitude of which is
weaker than the P1 after suprathreshold stimulation and occurs
�10 ms later. No subsequent SEP components were detected.
Subthreshold stimulation does not desynchronize Mu-rhythm;
rather, there is a transient increase between 50 and 400 ms. Sub-
threshold stimulation decreases centrality of the contralateral SI
hand area predominantly driven by reduced functional connec-
tivity to frontoparietal areas.

Previous studies on the detection of near-threshold (Zhang
and Ding, 2010, Auksztulewicz and Blankenburg, 2013) and
masked suprathreshold (Schubert et al., 2006) stimuli found an
unchanged P1 and attenuated (if present at all) N1 component
for undetected compared with consciously perceived trials. We

Figure 1. Comparison of subthreshold and suprathreshold SEP. Grand average SEPs (n�39 subjects) resulting from subthresh-
old (top) and suprathreshold (bottom) stimulation in EEG session 1. Time is expressed relative to stimulus onset. Gray shaded areas
indicate significant differences compared with mean baseline activity (paired t test, Bonferroni corrected pBC � 0.0005, baseline:
200 ms segment prestimulus).
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extended these studies to (always imperceptible) subthreshold
stimuli, for which we find a reduced and delayed P1 and absence
of later components. Since our recordings show a similar shape
and temporal kinetics as previous invasive studies (Libet et al.,

1967; Ray et al., 1999), we regard our findings as the first nonin-
vasive demonstration of “subthreshold SEPs.” P1 is a well known
SEP component, which has been suggested to reflect an IPSP
(Wikström et al., 1996), originating in BA1 within SI (Allison et

Figure 2. The oscillatory activity to subthreshold and suprathreshold stimulation is contralateralized. Grand average (n � 39) head plot of the SEP (blue curve) and the oscillatory activity
(color-coded time-frequency plots) for subthreshold (top) and suprathreshold stimulation (bottom) in EEG session 1, after selection of central ICA components. Time is expressed relative to
stimulation onset, and oscillatory activity is expressed relative to mean baseline power (baseline: 200 ms segment prestimulus).
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al., 1992; Srisa-an et al., 1996). The rela-
tively slow kinetics of the observed P1
following subthreshold stimulation is
compatible with the temporal shape of
cortical IPSPs, which are less sharp and
have a smaller amplitude than EPSPs, due
to substantially different synaptic driving
forces (Whitehorn and Towe, 1968;
Swadlow, 2003). However, given that ex-
citatory and inhibitory processing in SI
are always tightly coupled (Miller et al.,
2001), it seems rather unlikely that at any
given processing step there is just one type
of synaptic activity (i.e., inhibitory) in-
volved. Thus, a more appropriate view is
that of a balance between excitatory and
inhibitory activity (Isaacson and Scanzi-
ani, 2011). Given a lower stimulation
threshold of inhibitory interneurons (as
opposed to excitatory principal neurons),
one can infer a preferential activation of
inhibitory interneurons at low amplitude
stimulation (Gil and Amitai, 1996; Swad-
low, 2003). Thus, it seems plausible that
the shift in peak timing as well as the lower
amplitude of P1 reflect a modulation of
the local excitation/inhibition ratio to-
ward a dominance of inhibitory process-
ing. No subsequent ERP component was
detected suggesting that this predominant
inhibition leads to a termination of the
(mainly excitatory) bottom-up sweep at
this time point. Specifically, there is no N1
component, which has been suggested to
partly represent the neural correlates of
conscious perception (Cauller, 1995), and
to reflect activity in SI after feedback input
from higher order cortices such as SII,
PFC, and posterior parietal cortex
(Cauller and Kulics, 1991; Knight et al.,
1999; Staines et al., 2002; Golmayo et al.,
2003). We think that subthreshold stim-
ulation failed to trigger these feedback
loops. Together, a plausible explanation
of our results seems that the bottom-up
sweep after subthreshold stimulation is
terminated after �60 ms due to a pre-
dominance of feedforward inhibition
in BA1 preventing access to conscious
experience.

The notion of predominant inhibition
after subthreshold stimulation is further
supported by alterations in Mu-rhythm
and functional connectivity as outlined
subsequently. After suprathreshold so-
matosensory stimulation, between 100
and 600 ms, we confirm the well described
ERD (Neuper and Pfurtscheller, 2001;
Ploner et al., 2006; Stancák, 2006) in the
alpha and beta frequency bands. An ERD
is usually regarded as a sign of local ongo-
ing stimulus processing. In contrast to
this, for subthreshold stimulation, we find

Figure 3. Subthreshold stimulation increases Rolandic rhythms. Grand average time-frequency plots (contralateral to stimu-
lation side) for subthreshold (A, EEG session 1, electrode C4, n � 39; B, EEG session 2, electrode CP4, n � 37) and suprathreshold
(C, EEG session 1, electrode C4, n � 39) stimulation after selection of central ICA components. Time is expressed relative to
stimulation onset, and oscillatory activity is expressed relative to baseline power (baseline: 200 ms prestimulus). The green line on
the left of the time-frequency plots indicates mean baseline power. Bottom plots indicate p values derived from the permutation
statistics.

Figure 4. Reduced connectivity of SI during subthreshold stimulation revealed by ECM. Results of a paired t test are shown for
contrasting the conditions subthreshold versus rest (top), suprathreshold versus rest (middle), and subthreshold versus suprath-
reshold (bottom). Warm colors indicate an increase, and cold colors indicate a decrease in centrality (slice coordinates x�143, y�
121, z � 67).
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the opposite, a transient increase in Mu-rhythm strength. Several
authors suggested that increases in alpha rhythm indicate a “de-
activated” state of the respective cortical area, reflecting predom-
inant inhibitory synaptic processing (Lopes da Silva, 1991;
Pfurtscheller et al., 1996; Klimesch et al., 2007; Bollimunta et al.,
2008; Jensen et al., 2010, 2012; Buzsáki, 2006). Along with behav-
ioral data supporting this view (Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2004;
van Dijk et al., 2008; Weisz et al., 2014), the deactivated state is
also indexed by the inverse relationship between alpha strength
and cortical BOLD signal (Goldman et al., 2002; Laufs et al., 2003;
Moosmann et al., 2003; de Munck et al., 2009; Ritter et al., 2009).
Also, when inhibiting a response in a motor task, synchronized
Mu-rhythm activity and, in a follow-up study, BOLD signal de-
creases have been observed (Hummel et al., 2002, 2004). The
fact that diazepam (a benzodiazepine receptor agonist of the
GABA

A
receptor) has been shown to facilitate MEG back-

ground rhythms in healthy subjects (Jensen et al., 2005; Hall et
al., 2010) also supports a relationship between local alpha
activity and inhibitory processing. Thus, the transient Mu-
rhythm increase after subthreshold stimulation may result
from a stimulation-induced increase in the magnitude of in-
hibitory bouts produced by GABAergic interneuronal activity,
as proposed previously (Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010).

It seems that after suprathreshold stimu-
lation, a predominant excitatory processing
in SI (indexed by an early and strong P1) is
followed by local stimulus processing as
indexed by the ERD and further ERP
components such as the N1, whereas after
subthreshold stimulation, a predominant
inhibitory processing in SI (indexed by a
delayed and weaker P1) prevents further
stimulus-specific processing, but triggers
a transient elevation of Mu-rhythm as an
indicator of a transient downregulation of
the system. The latter is consistent with
our previous findings in humans that
trains of subthreshold stimulation impede
the perception of near-threshold stimuli
on the same as well as adjacent fingers,
accompanied by a focal fMRI deactivation
(Blankenburg et al., 2003, Taskin et al.,
2008).

Interestingly, an ERD has been de-
scribed after unperceived near-threshold
stimuli (Palva et al., 2005). While we did
not investigate the effect of near-threshold
stimuli, it seems an intriguing possibility
that the bottom-up sweeps of subthreshold
and near-threshold stimulation, respec-
tively, are prevented from reaching con-
sciousness at different steps of neural
processing. Subthreshold stimuli might
be stopped already at the first cortical pro-
cessing stage in SI, as inhibitory processing
outweighs excitatory processing, whereas
near-threshold stimuli might be stopped
only following more widespread cortical ac-
tivation but short of conscious perception.
Within the nomenclature of Dehaene’s
global workspace model (Dehaene et al.,
2006), near-threshold stimuli might reach a
preconscious state, i.e., the necessary condi-

tions for subsequent conscious detection, whereas subthreshold
stimuli remain subliminal due to early termination of bottom-up
processing.

In general, from our experimental design we cannot differen-
tiate whether the observed effects for subthreshold stimulation
are caused by different stimulation strengths or by the absence of
perception. As subthreshold stimuli are never consciously de-
tected, a design that contrasts perceived versus unperceived stim-
uli with the same stimulation strength was not possible. While we
speculate that the reduced amplitude of P1 (clearly before any
conscious experience) corresponds to the weak stimulation
strength, the lack of later ERP components as well as the alpha
synchronization may be related to either the difference in stimu-
lation strength and/or the lack of conscious processing. In fact,
here we speculate that it is both, i.e., along with the reduced
stimulation strength, no further local and widespread processing
occurs and hence there is no neural correlate related to conscious
processing.

The interpretation of an inhibited access to conscious process-
ing after subthreshold stimulation is further supported by our
fMRI findings of reduced connectivity of SI, mainly to areas as-
sociated with conscious and higher somatosensory processing.
Precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex have not only been de-

Figure 5. Reduced connectivity of SI to frontoparietal areas revealed by seed-based functional connectivity. The area described
by the ECM result (Fig. 4 top, reduced eigenvector centrality during subthreshold stimulation) was used as seed. Blue areas indicate
decreased correlation to the seed region, resulting from a paired t test contrasting functional connectivity maps of the subthreshold
stimulation block versus rest block (fMRI session 1). Dark blue to light blue means �min to �max (slice coordinates x � 87, y �
166, z � 76).
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scribed as “higher order motor areas” within a sensorimotor net-
work (Vogt and Vogt, 2003; Margulies et al., 2009; Morecraft et
al., 2012), they also seem to be involved in conscious signal pro-
cessing (Vogt and Laureys, 2005; Cavanna, 2007). Inferior frontal
gyrus, operculum, and inferior parietal cortex have been shown
to be part of a higher order somatosensory network involved in
the processing of tactile stimulation (Dijkerman and de Haan,
2007; Kostopoulos et al., 2007; Spitzer et al., 2014; Weisz et al.,
2014). Furthermore, the precuneus–prefrontal connection is as-
sociated with conscious perception (Kjaer et al., 2001; Dehaene et
al., 2006) and task performance (Utevsky et al., 2014). The de-
crease in S1 connectivity observed in fMRI after subthreshold
stimulation may be closely related to the increased Mu-rhythm,
in analogy to the findings of a recent simultaneous EEG fMRI
study, which showed that high alpha power in the visual system
was associated with decreased local and long-range connectivity
of the visual cortex (Scheeringa et al., 2012). A direct link of the
two effects is not possible in our data since we did not investigate
the same subjects in the EEG and fMRI experiments. However,
based on our results it seems reasonable to plan future experi-
ments using simultaneous EEG/fMRI.

In summary, this study provides evidence that for subthresh-
old stimuli access to conscious perception is prevented as
bottom-up processing is terminated at an early stage in SI, likely
due to dominant inhibitory processing. A transient predomi-
nance of local inhibitory processing would furthermore be con-
sistent with the transient Mu-rhythm increase and the reduced SI
connectivity to areas relevant for conscious perception, which
can explain the (inhibitory) behavioral effects of trains of sub-
threshold stimulation on somatosensory perception. We suggest
that these processes may serve the suppression of noise and over-
all the sharpening of somatosensory perception. Notably, this
mechanism seems to be generalizable to other sensory systems, as
analogous evidence— behaviorally and on alpha rhythm increase
(Bareither et al., 2014a, 2014b)— has recently been provided for
subliminal visual stimuli.
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